Abstract. The almost open bounded linear operators between two normed spaces form an open set whose topological boundary is disjoint from the operators which are bounded below.
It is here that the theory suddenly begins to cloud over: we are unable to prove the analogue of (0. k' -k/(\ -8) in place of k whenever zc||7" -7"|| < 5 < 1. To see this write 5 = e + zc||7" -y|t and let y G Y be arbitrary: then there is xx G X for which ||y< -7x,|| <e\\y\\ and \\xx\\ < k\\y\\, so that also H/ -Txß « 8\\y\\. Withj>2 =y-T'xx in place of y, obtain x2 in place of x,; inductively obtain a sequence (xn) in X for which, for each ziëN, so that (1.3.6) ||zJ<|M| and \\y -zj<||, -zn\\ +\ \\y\\ -\\zn\\ \< 2\\y -zj -0.
Applying this with Z = T(X) and zc > 0 satisfying (0.1) gives (xn) and (x'n) with z" = Txn and z'" = Tx'", so that \\y -Tx'"\\ -0 and K|| *s k\\y\\. 2. The "dual" of Theorem 1.3 does not hold in general: it is possible for T G BY(X, Y) to be one-one and almost open without being bounded below. It is also possible for T to be onto without being almost open, and for T to be almost open without being onto. As an abbreviation, say that 7 is weaker than X if it is obtained by putting a different norm on the same linear space, in such a way that the identity I: X -» 7 is continuous, and that 7 is strictly weaker than X if also the identity I : Y -» X is not continuous. For example [2, Problem 3-1-105], let X be a dense proper subspace of a complete space Z so that, via Hamel basis theory, X = f'](0) for some discontinuous linear functional/on Z. Choose z0 E Z for which f(z0) = 1 and then use the Hahn-Banach Theorem to find a continuous linear functional g on Z for which g(z0) -1. Define U: g"'(0) -* X by setting U(z) = z -f(z)z0 for each z E g~'(0); now define the 7-normon A" by setting ||t/(z)||y = ||z||z for each z E g~'(0).
Remark that Theorem 2.1 also shows that the property (1.1.3) characterizes complete spaces: for if X is not complete take 7 to be its completion and T: X -Y the natural injection.
In spite of the failure of the dual of Theorem 1.3, the dual of Theorem 1.4 holds. 
